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Does the Access Control Solution for Leisure Events Comply with 
Current Regulations on Data Protection? 
While developing this solution, we have analysed and tested data protection 
regulations. However, due to the flexibility of the sector, every use case must 
be analysed. Please consult our experts.  

Is There a Legal Basis for its Implementation? 
Legal bases for personal data treatment vary depending on the purpose of 
your application. Our legal team will be glad to assess you on what legal 
bases support —or do not support— the application of our system.  

 

How Was the Developing Process for this Solution? 
While developing this solution, we have at all times ensured that it complies 
with current regulations by default and followed recommendations of the 
3/2012 GT29 legal opinion. 

Does it Comply with the Proportionality Principle? 
Our experts will evaluate the system’s proportionality to meet your activity’s 
needs. General use cases comply with the proportionality principle due to the 
minimization of data collection selected in the initial Set Up. However, all 
cases must be evaluated prior to the system’s implementation.  

 

What Principles Is the System Based on? 
The solution follows regulations from the beginning of its development and 
by default, due to deep analyses on regulations and the study of the needs 
of each client. Therefore, minimization and pseudonymisation of data is 
precise; the system guarantees integrity and confidentiality due to its 
encryption and comparing processes based on irreversible vectors and 
aspects such as limitation to the treatment’s purpose, data retention periods 
and the users’ rights.  

 

Should I Carry Out an Impact Study on Data Protection? 
It depends on what you need the system for. Our data treatment experts will 
provide assessment on this matter.  
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